The heavy-fermion superconductor UDI 3 is one of the strongest candidates for unconventional superconductivity. Measurements of the specific heat [1] , the sound velocity [2] and the thermal expansion [3] in a magnetic field revealed a complex superconducting phase diagram with at least three superconducting {SC} phases. Dilatometry experiments were performed on a singlecrystalline UPt~ sample ~dimensions a x h x c = 3 x ! x 2 ram3). The coefficient of linear thermal expansion, :c(T~= L-~dL/dT, and the linear magnetostriction,
, were measured using a sensitive parallel-plate capacitance dilatometer [3] . Measurements of the dilatation aiong the c-ax~s, and recently alu~lg the a-axis, have been performed for ,q, ~. B h and B ~ ,.
Locating the anomalies at the S( phase boundaries detected by the thermal expansion and the magnetostriction measurements, in the B T plane the SC Dhase diag,'ares of and the specific-heat data [1] we calculate the following values for the initial unie,dal pressure dependence of T~ + and T,-: dT,* dp,=0.0mK/kbar, dT,, alp, ---4.9 mK:kbar dT(,dp~ = -13.5 mKkbar and dT~ 'dp,. :~ 8.8 mK, kbar. The uniaxial pressure dependencc of T, is highly aniso:ropic and in good agreement with specific-heat measurements under pressure [4] . as shown in Fig. 2 decreases for p II c at a rate dATc/dpc = -22.3 mK/kbar, while for p .L c AT~ increases: dATc/dpo = 4.9 mK/kbar. Using a linear extrapolation of the initial pressure dependence of T~ we find that for p I[ c the A phase vanishes at T~r = 0.460 K and p~, = 2.5 kbar. The uniaxial pressure dependence of the NC phase line is dT~/dp, = -4.8 (5) In the frequently used Ginzburg-Landau scenario with a symmetry breaking field (SBF) e,, the hybrid gap function (E1B) is given by ~b(k) = ~lxkxk: + r/ykrk:, where the complex vector q = (r/x, r/y) determines the order parameter (E model) [6] . The A, B and C phases then correspond to the (1, 0), the (1, :d) and the (0, I) phase, respectively (B_L c). Above the critical pressure pc, the SBF vanishes, leading to a critical point where the (1, 0) phase is suppressed and the (I, :d) phase transforms into the (1, i) phase under pressure. The, pecific heat anomaly at this transition is relatively small and given by d(c/T) oc (de/dT) 2. In the absence of a SBF the (1, i) phase is most sable in contrast to the prediction of the extrapolated phase diagram under pressure, which favours the (0, 1) phase. Recent calculations [7] indicated a possible transition from the (1, i) to the (1, 0) phase in a field for Pc > P,-The sound velocity measurements [5] partly traced two critical fields for 2.5 kbar (= p~,) < Pc < 3.7 kbar, but only detected the upper critical field for Pc > 3.7 kbar.
An alternative scenario uses two nearly degenerate 1D order parameters (AB model) [8] . Here the A and C phases correspond to states with a different I D order part,meter and the B phase shows a mixing of these 1D order parameters. In this scenario a TP is formed at Per and the C phase is most stable under pressure, as the B phase is suppressed between p~ < Pc < Pco. This is in good agreement with the experimental phase diagram. The SC phase diagram, as determined with the Ehrenfest relations, is more in Ihae with the AB model, although the E model can not be excluded. High precision measurements above the critical pressure are needed to resolve this question.
